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Tess
Lindsay has spent most of her life on the
remote Isle of May, uncertain of her
identity. Raised by the two sole inhabitants
of the island, she is left to fend for herself
after their deaths, until a stranger washes
ashore in a storm. Tess pulls him from the
surf, not knowing that in saving the
Highlander she is saving herself.If good
looks and a taste for adventure are a curse,
Colin Macpherson is destined for ruin.
Until he ends up a castaway on Tesss
windswept island, hes been roaming the
seas, seeking fame, fortune...and a different
girl in every port. But his fascination for
this strong-willed lass goes beyond her
wild beauty, intriguing him as no girl ever
has. As Colin gains her trust, Tess reveals
what little she knows about herself and her
past. From her scant clues, though, Colin
comes to one conclusion: he must return
Tess to the mainland to reclaim her
birthright, even if it means losing her to a
destiny
that
does
not
include
him.EXCERPT from TESS AND THE
HIGHLANDER by May McGoldrick
Added to the shivering that had taken
control of Tesss limbs, her teeth were now
chattering and she could not stop it. Her
clothes were soaked through from her
efforts to get the man out of the tidal pool.
Her skin was clammy, and she was feeling
chilled to the bone. The leather cloak
offered some protection against the bitter
wind-driven rain, but her body seemed
unable to produce any warmth as she lay
flat on her stomach on the rocks to the west
of the priory. Tesss eyes narrowed as the
Highlander finally came out of her house.
She had hoped to go inside and get a
blanket or two and some food before
fleeing to the caves on the western side of
the island. In fact, it was much more than a
hope, she corrected. She had to get some
supplies before retreating there. Who knew
how long the storm surges would require
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her to stay hidden or how many days it
would be before the Highlanders people
would return?
Night was quickly
dropping its dark cloak over the island. The
storm, though, seemed to have shaken off
its leash. It was now hammering the island
with ten times the fury it had before. A
freezing rain had been falling in fits and
spurts. It was not a night to be out.
He
was making a fire. She saw him walk back
toward her house a couple of times. Each
time he came back carrying armfuls of dry
seaweed and driftwood she had diligently
gathered, she felt herself growing angrier.
And if this wasnt enough, he was building
his fire within the area protected by the
priory walls.
A standing stone wall
served as a windbreak. The location kept
away the rain. There he was, safe and
warm. But there was also no chance of any
passing ship seeing his fire.
And what
was worse, he was building it where she
could not possibly get inside her house
without being seen by him.She should have
left him to swallow more seawater.
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